
Apple Unveils iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite at WWDC
by  TidBITS Staff

n a ninety-minute Worldwide Developer Conference keynote 
featuring Apple CEO Tim Cook and Senior Vice President of Software 

Engineering Craig Federighi, Apple threw back the curtains on the next 
versions of both iOS and OS X.
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Unsurprisingly, iOS becomes iOS 8, but with 
OS X, the big question was what California 
location would donate its name. Federighi played 
up the eventual choice, suggesting that Apple’s 
product marketing team had driven all around the 
state in a Volkswagen Microbus, trying out the 
sound of OS X Oxnard, OS X Rancho 
Cucamonga, and OS X Weed before finally 

choosing OS X Yosemite. Much as the concept of 
OS X Weed was amusing, tying the name to 
Yosemite National Park feels like an excellent 
choice, evoking scenic grandeur along with 
historical and scientific importance.

Both Yosemite and iOS 8 are available for 
developers now, with the final release promised for 
“this fall,” which likely means somewhere in the 
September-October-November time frame; if 
history is any guide, look for them in mid-to-late 
October. In keeping with the previous releases, both 
will be free, but in a break from tradition, Apple 
will be making pre-release versions of Yosemite 
available to the public soon as part of the OS X 
Beta Program. Ars Technica has a full list of 
supported devices for both Yosemite and iOS 8, 

but in short: most Macs since 2007, the iPhone 4s 
and later, and the iPad 2 and later.

Notably missing from the keynote were any 
hardware announcements: no new Mac mini, no 
new Apple TV, no iWatch. But that’s not to say 
that there was any lack of shiny new software 
features to talk about between the two new 
operating systems and their core apps. We’ll be 
digging in to what the announcements mean in 
future articles, but for now, let’s just look at what 
Apple said.

OS X Visual Redesign -- The biggest change 
coming to OS X Yosemite is its new look, largely 
inspired by iOS 7. Lucida Grande, which has been 
the system font since the earliest days of Mac OS 
X, has been replaced by what appears to be 
Helvetica Neue, which is iOS 7’s system font.

Of course, the changes don’t end there. Expect 
more white and pastels in Yosemite, along with 
redesigned, iOS 7-inspired app icons. However, the 
icons haven’t entirely lost their “Mac-ness.” For 
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MISSED AN ISSUE?

You can find the previous issues of the Silicon 
Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG

July 1st, 2014
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Mavericks tips & tricks by Mark Pimentel
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MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the FIRST 
Tuesday of every month. Upcoming meeting dates 
are as follows:

July 1, 2014
August 5, 2014
September 2, 2014
October 7, 2014
November 4, 2014
December 2, 2014

SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, July 12, 2014, in the Tim Gill Center for 
Public Media building located at 315 E. Costilla 
Street. The meeting will be divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
Apple’s Reminders.

All are invited, but new users are especially en-
courage to attend this free meeting. Bring your tips 
and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

                                                                              

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert   $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that run 
two or more months, except for inserts.

Sponsoring Memberships are also available 
to merchants who want to see their 
business name and address listed on the 
front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.

http://www.smmug.org/category/newsletters
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Club News

Announcements

New Meeting location needed
Due to circumstances out of our control, as of the August meeting, we will need a new location for our SMMUG and SIG meetings. Volunteers 
are needed to head up a committee that will be looking for a new location. Please volunteer if you can spare a few minutes for this important 
endeavor. — Don’t have a few spare minutes to join a committee, then do you know of a location that might suit our needs? Then please send it’s 
location to our Board members at: Boardmembers@smmug.org.

Criteria for a new meeting place:  
• It must have a sound system and some sort of projector & screen or a large monitor for presentations
• WI-FI or Ethernet access for our own router
• Be large enough for our members to fit comfortably
• Allow a once a year pizza party 

We don’t have much time, so please help.

July Presentation

Our own in-house expert, Mark Pimentel will discuss and show us how to use Mavericks, the latest Mac OS (10.9). Mark's demos (especially his 
tips and tricks) are always interesting and fun. So come join the fun!

SMMUG Door Prizes for the July 2014 Meeting:

• iOS device soft tip stylus
• BrightTech Snap On Phone Case for iPhone 5, Light green
• Brookstone 8-in-1 Multi-Tool, Pocket Size Toolbox & Flashlight
• Fashion Paper Portfolio
• Martha Stewart padded tablet sleeve, holds 10in tablet, light purple
• Matte Finish Screen Protection
• PrintTech Snap On Phone Case for iPhone 5, Purple/white polka-dot
• QFX Stereo EarPhones, H-3

mailto:Boardmembers@smmug.org
mailto:Boardmembers@smmug.org
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The June 2014 Meeting
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example, the icons for Contacts, Calendar, and Reminders are still tilted at an angle, instead of standing straight up as in iOS.
Perhaps the biggest change from a usability standpoint is that for many of Apple’s core apps, the toolbar and title bar have been merged, 

compressing controls into less space and leaving more room for content. It’s likely that independent developers will follow suit.
Another potentially shocking change is how the red, green, and yellow “stoplight” window controls work. They are now flat, and no longer 

resemble pieces of candy. But more important, the green button no longer “zooms” a window, which was always unpredictable, but now serves as 
a “full screen” button. The current full screen button, which sits in the upper-right of the window, goes away in Yosemite.

The Dock works the same as before, but it has been “flattened.” The 3D effect of the background on which the icons sit is gone, replaced with 
a simple, semi-transparent 2D background and more visible dots to indicate running apps.

Speaking of transparency, Federighi made a big show out of the new transparency effects — which he referred to rather oddly as a “material” 
— in Yosemite, which are most visible underneath sidebars and title bars. As in iOS 7, the effect is subtle, showing more of a hint of the 
background instead of being completely clear, like a pane of glass. Frankly, the feature feels like showing off — it’s computationally difficult but 
functionally irrelevant — and it will make taking clean screenshots all the harder.

Continuity Brings the Mac and iOS Together -- With a set of features collectively referred to as Continuity, Apple is attempting to make the 
experience between the Mac and iOS even more seamless. For starters, AirDrop will finally work between Macs and iOS devices, so you can 
transfer photos and documents between your devices without resorting to email or iMessage.

That in itself is welcome, but Continuity goes much farther. One of Apple’s most impressive new features for both OS X and iOS is Handoff. 
Start editing a document on one device, say an iPad, and when you move to your Mac, click an icon in the Dock to continue editing there. It 
works seamlessly among all Apple’s devices.

Another welcome feature is that, in Yosemite, your Mac will be able to link up with your iPhone to send and receive SMS messages and phone 
calls. Messages on the Mac will show SMS messages from your poor “green bubble friends” (as Federighi called them), and you’ll be able to make 
and answer phone calls from your Mac, and use your Mac as a speakerphone. Yosemite will even show the Caller ID information when your 
phone rings. You’ll also be able to call a phone number from a Web page in Safari. This feature works between the iPhone and the iPad as well, so 
you’ll be able to make and receive calls from your iPad.

Finally, Apple unveiled Instant Hotspot, which makes connecting to an iPhone hotspot easier than ever. You will no longer have to enter a 
password or fumble with your phone, but instead just select it from the list of Wi-Fi networks, even if your iPhone is across the room. This works 
on both the iPad and the Mac.

Unmentioned with regard to Continuity is location-based awareness for notifications, a drum that Joe Kissell has been beating for several years 
(see “An Alarming Abundance of Alerts,” 13 May 2012). We can hope that Apple will add some awareness of what device is primary, so a text 
message or reminder doesn’t have to set off alerts on all your devices simultaneously.

iCloud Drive -- Remember all that 
speculation about how Apple should buy 
Dropbox? (We played off that in last year’s 
April Fools issue in “Dropbox to Become 
iOS File System for Real?,” 1 April 
2013.) No acquisition will be necessary, 
since Apple will be introducing iCloud 
Drive with iOS 8 and Yosemite (or any 
PC running Windows 8). iCloud Drive 
appears on your Mac’s Desktop like any 
other drive and becomes available in any 
iCloud-enabled app in iOS.

That may sound a bit like the current 
Documents in the Cloud feature of 
iCloud, but iCloud Drive goes further, 
letting any of those devices access any file 
within iCloud Drive, much as Dropbox 
and the other “document provider 
services” (as Apple has started calling them) 
provide now. Edits made on any device 
appear automatically on all other devices, 
again just like Dropbox. This has two key implications: first, that iCloud documents will no longer be restricted to a single app, and second, that 

Continued from Page 1
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iOS apps will now be able to share files between apps, something that was previously impossible and led to awkward copying of files between 
apps.

What Apple said nothing about, either in the keynote or on the iCloud Drive description on the Web, is if it will be possible to share files and 
folders in iCloud Drive among different people, as well as among apps on your own Apple devices. iCloud Drive may end up being useful for 
isolated users, but not to those who need to share files more broadly with colleagues.

Photos -- One of the biggest pain points in iOS has been photo management. As the iPhone’s camera has evolved, the images it takes have 
grown larger, taking up more precious storage space. Stopgap solutions like iCloud’s My Photo Stream, with its byzantine limitations, have only 
added to the confusion. Worse, although you can edit and organize photos on a device, there was no centralized archive where that effort could 
be made available to all your other devices.

No more. Now all of your photos will be stored in iCloud, accessible from any device. In the iOS 8 Photos app, you’ll be able to search your 
entire library of photos, as well as smart suggestions for what to look for.

iOS 8 will also bring more powerful editing tools. You can automatically crop and straighten photos, as well as make “smart adjustments” that 
will automatically tune exposure, brightness, contrast, and more.

But what about the Mac? A new Photos app for the Mac is promised for early 2015 that will provide access to your entire iCloud photo 
library, and will presumably offer the same features as its iOS counterpart. We don’t yet know what this means for iPhoto or Aperture, but we’re 
willing to bet that at least iPhoto’s days are numbered.

Disappointingly, free iCloud storage space is still limited to a paltry 5 GB, but Apple announced more generous pricing tiers, including 20 GB 
for $0.99 per month and 200 GB for $3.99 per month. Tiers will be offered up to 1 TB, though Apple did not reveal further pricing.

Spotlight -- First, there was LaunchBar, whose roots date back to NeXTSTEP and which came to Mac OS X in 2001. But in 2005, Apple 
introduced the search technology Spotlight as part of 10.4 Tiger, seemingly challenging LaunchBar’s role as a keyboard-based launcher. In reality, 
though, Spotlight was never serious competition, lacking LaunchBar’s adaptive abbreviation search algorithm, which can learn, for instance, that 
typing MSW should launch Microsoft Word.

In Yosemite, Spotlight is receiving a major upgrade, and while it may still not match LaunchBar’s adaptive abbreviation search algorithm, its 
new feature may put it front and center of your usage. Literally too, since Spotlight now appears in the center of the screen, rather than in the 
upper right corner. What’s most interesting is that Spotlight no longer limits its searches to local data, but extends its reach to Wikipedia, Bing, 
Maps, Yelp, and more.

And Spotlight’s search results attempt to be significantly more useful, going beyond a link to the result to the actual information you want. 
Look up a contact in Spotlight, and you don’t need to switch to Contacts to see her phone number, email address, or a map to her office. Recent 
conversations in Messages and Mail are also integrated into such search results, all presented in an attractive layout right in front of you. That 
applies to Web-based information as well, with data pulled from a variety of sources and formatted for quick consumption.

Although Spotlight got more attention on the Mac during the keynote, 
perhaps because the iOS version of Spotlight has been able to search the 
Web and Wikipedia for some time, the new version of Spotlight graces 
iOS 8 as well. You’ll be able use it to search the Web, Wikipedia, breaking 
news, nearby places, Apple’s various online stores, movie show times, and 
more.

Safari -- Once again, a new operating system has brought significant 
interface changes to Apple’s Web browser. Safari in Yosemite features a 
streamlined toolbar that incorporates almost all the features available in the 

tab bar and Favorites bar of the Mavericks version. Bookmarks, for 
example, appear when you click the search bar, as well as in search results. 
Searches performed from the search bar also provide Spotlight 
suggestions and Wikipedia links right at the top.
RSS feeds are back: they now appear in the shared links list — this is the 
list that Safari in Mavericks displays in its sidebar.
   When you’re sharing links, Safari in Yosemite displays recipients of 
recent shares you have made, so you can quickly amaze/annoy your 
friends with yet another cute otter picture without taking a trip into 
Mail. A new tab view shows all of your open browser tabs and collects 
those from the same site into stacks. You’ll be able to enable Safari’s 
Private Browsing on a window-by-window or tab-by-tab basis, much like 
Google Chrome’s Incognito windows.

http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/photos/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/photos/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/spotlight/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/spotlight/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/spotlight/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/spotlight/
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http://www.apple.com/osx/preview/apps/
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In iOS 8, Safari gains features from its Mac counterpart. The tab view from Safari for Yosemite is also available in Safari for iOS 8, and the iOS 
version also gains the Mac version’s sidebar of bookmarks, the Reading List, and Shared Links.

Under the hood improvements to Safari on Yosemite include WebGL, SPDY, and ‘Advanced’ HTML5 video playback (important, for 
example, to Netflix subscribers) without requiring plug-ins, improving both performance and battery life. JavaScript has also been tweaked to be 
even faster and more energy efficient, which should improve the experience of using complex Web apps.

Mail -- Mail in both iOS and OS X is getting some much requested improvements (though not necessarily all the improvements that some of 
us at TidBITS would like). In Yosemite, Mail gains the Preview-like capabilities to annotate documents and fill out forms inside the app itself. 
Mail also simplifies the act of sharing large attachments by uploading the attachment to iCloud and then providing a link to the attachment 
inside the message itself: attachments as large as 5 GB are now possible.

Mail for iOS gets even more new and revised capabilities than its OS X sibling. Swipe direction in your mail list now matters: a left swipe in 
the list still provides the ability to trash or flag a message, but a right swipe will mark a message as unread. Mail has become more intelligent about 
a message’s content, too: items like addresses and phone numbers within a message evoke a notification at the top of the screen. You can add an 
address or phone number notification to Contacts; dates and times in a message offer a notification for adding an item to Calendar; and so on. 
Lastly, a hugely welcome new feature enables you to dock a message you are writing at the bottom of the screen so you can consult other 
messages, in the event you need to confirm a fact, or 
copy some information or a URL to the message 
you are composing.

Notification Center -- The big news about 
Notification Center in both Yosemite and iOS 8 is 
widgets from other apps. The Mac’s Notification 
Center now supports widgets, and both platforms 
will now support custom widgets, prompting 
speculation that the long-ignored Dashboard may 
be going away.

Notification Center for the Mac now boasts the 
iOS 7-style Calendar preview, including the Today 
view, as well as Weather, Stocks, World Clock, 
Calculator, and Reminders. As an example of third-
party widgets in iOS 8, Federighi showed off adding 
an ESPN widget to Notification Center.

Another welcome feature is interactive 
notifications. In iOS 8, you’ll be able to respond to 
text messages, email messages, or calendar invites 
directly from the notification, either from the lock 
screen or at the top of the screen while using the 
device. This will also work with third-party apps like 
Facebook, so you could like or comment on Facebook posts.

Messages -- The marquee new feature of Messages on both iOS 8 and Yosemite is voice messages. Click or tap the new microphone icon, 
record your message, then swipe up to send it. On the iPhone, simply put the phone to your ear to hear the message. Taking a cue from 
Snapchat, the message expires two minutes after being heard, unless you elect to keep it.

Also, in iOS 8, you’ll be able to take a video and send it directly from Messages. As with voice messages, videos vanish after two minutes unless 
you choose to retain them.

A desperately needed new feature is better management of group messages. Now you can add and remove people from a group conversation, 
name threads, and leave a group conversation. Hopefully this will reduce the common problem of people accidentally typing in the wrong 
conversations and should make Messages better for ongoing group messaging. You can also enable Do Not Disturb for individual threads that are 
receiving too many messages at inopportune times.

More interesting, you will be able to share your location from Messages, as a sort of ad-hoc Find My Friends. So if someone asks “Where are 
you,” you can both show and tell. Locations can be shared for an hour, until the end of the day, or indefinitely.

Another welcome refinement is being able to see all attachments in a conversation, instead of having to dig through to find pictures and other 
things. We hope that you’ll be able to delete attachments from this view, since threads in Messages can become quite the storage hogs.

Other New iOS Features -- Apple has added a number of other neat features to iOS 8 that could dramatically change how you use your 
devices.

http://www.apple.com/osx/preview/apps/
http://www.apple.com/osx/preview/apps/
http://www.apple.com/osx/preview/design/
http://www.apple.com/osx/preview/design/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/messages/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/messages/
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• Extensibility: iOS apps will finally be able to talk to each other! For example, Pinterest can add the option to share a Web page to its app from 
the Safari sharing sheet. This also means that Safari will effectively have extensions, such as 1Password and LastPass. One example that was 
shown was using Bing Translate to translate text on a Web page into English.

• Family Sharing: Apple is, at long last, making it easier to share iTunes content with your family members. Up to six people in your household 
can share content from iTunes, the App Store, and the iBooks Store without sharing accounts, as long as those accounts all use the same credit 
card. Parents will also receive notifications when their kids try to make a purchase, and can approve or decline those purchases from their own 
devices. Family Sharing also promises to link together calendars, photos, and location data, though we don’t yet have details on how this will 
change the current features.

• Predictive and Third-Party Keyboards: iOS 8 takes a big cue from Android in the keyboard department, adding two long-existing Android 
features: predictive text and third-party keyboards.
Predictive text works much like it does in Android, showing a bar above the keyboard with a list of words or phrases that iOS thinks you want 
to appear next. Predictive text will be available in 14 countries at launch.
iOS 8 will at last support third-party keyboards, such as the popular Swype for Android, which lets you draw a line across the keyboard to spell 
out words, and Fleksy, which has so far been relegated to its own iOS app and an API. We expect to see a number of exciting new keyboards 
in the App Store over the next year.

• Contact Shortcuts: iOS 8’s app switcher will also show favorite and recent contacts at the top of the screen. Tap one, and you can quickly call 
or message that person.

• Health: Health-tracking devices abound these days, such as those from Fitbit, and Apple’s new Health app, along with the HealthKit API for 
developers, will bring them all together in a single place. Not only will Health securely integrate information from these devices, but it can also 
link up with your healthcare provider. While not terribly exciting just yet, Health could be a game changer in healthcare over the long run.

• App Store: Expect more App Store refinements in iOS 8, including a new Explore tab, badges for Editor’s Choice apps, discounted app 
bundles, video previews, and a new TestFlight service for beta-testing apps. Alas, the common developer requests of demo versions and 
coupon-based discounts weren’t mentioned.

• Siri: Everyone’s favorite personal assistant will be learning some new tricks, including Shazam song recognition, the capability to purchase 
content from the iTunes Store, and 22 new dictation languages.
Swift Programming Language -- We’d like to close out this overview with something a little outside our normal beat — a new programming 

language. It has been years since Apple introduced such a thing, but those who have been waiting for the next HyperTalk/Dylan/ScriptX to come 
flitting out of Cupertino might want to check 
out Swift, which Apple describes as “an 
innovative new programming language for 
Cocoa and Cocoa Touch.” Designed to live 
seamlessly inside of developer projects 
alongside both C and Objective-C code, Swift 
is optimized for working with the 
programming frameworks used to build both 
Mac and iOS apps.

Swift also comes with a Playground, within 
which developers can try out code in real-
time, providing live views of animations and 
timelines that present the state of a variable as 
the code runs.

While Swift may not be of interest to most 
Mac and iOS users, it has profound 
implications for computer instruction in 
secondary schools and endeavors like App 
Camp for Girls (see “App Camp for Girls 
Rocks Macworld/iWorld,” 11 April 2014). 
The Swift Programming Language guide is 
already available for free download from the 
iBooks Store.

http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/family-sharing/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/family-sharing/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/quicktype/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/quicktype/
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http://www.fitbit.com/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/health/
http://www.apple.com/ios/ios8/health/
https://developer.apple.com/swift/
https://developer.apple.com/swift/
http://appcamp4girls.com/
http://appcamp4girls.com/
http://appcamp4girls.com/
http://appcamp4girls.com/
http://tidbits.com/article/14657
http://tidbits.com/article/14657
http://tidbits.com/article/14657
http://tidbits.com/article/14657
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/the-swift-programming-language/id881256329?mt=11&at=10l5PW
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10 Annoyances Solved by iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite
by Adam C. Engst and Josh Centers

When Apple CEO Tim Cook walked on stage for this year’s WWDC keynote, his first words could easily have been, “We are really, really 
sorry.”

Many of the new features announced in OS X Yosemite and iOS 8 are aimed at addressing long-standing annoyances, glaring holes, and 
problems solved on other platforms — Android in particular — that Apple had previously ignored. Here are the top 10 (or more, given all the 
changes in Messages) fixes that will improve your everyday experience with Apple’s operating systems.

Family Sharing -- Until now, Apple has seemingly viewed families as existing only in cute photos at keynotes. There was a virtual curtain 
between your iTunes content and apps and those your spouse may have purchased with a separate iTunes account. Fortunately, it’s possible to log 
in to multiple iTunes accounts, so that has been the standard workaround for sharing content and apps, but that requires sharing passwords, 
which is a no-go with older kids.

With the announcement of Family Sharing in iOS 8 and Yosemite, these awkward and unnecessary barriers come down, allowing up to six 
members of the same family to access content and apps purchased by any family member, as long as each person’s iTunes account is linked to the 
same credit card. (The credit card requirement will trip up some couples who maintain separate finances, but Apple has to draw the line 
somewhere.)

One person acts as the “family organizer,” and invites up to five other family members, who can accept the invite from any Mac or iOS device, 
after which the organizer and invitees can access each other’s content.

Family Sharing improves controls for managing spending, since the family organizer is responsible for all charges on those linked accounts, 
unless the purchaser uses a gift card balance. So what if a child wants to make a purchase? If Ask to Buy is enabled, when a child attempts to 
make a purchase, a notification is sent to the organizer’s device, and the organizer can approve or decline the purchase request. No more surprise 
$500 in-app purchase bills!

When Family Sharing is set up, it also creates a shared calendar and set of reminders, which appear automatically on all linked devices. It also 
automatically lets family members see where everyone else is in Find My Friends and Find My iPhone, though location sharing can be disabled 
in Family Sharing settings, found in Settings > iCloud. Family Sharing also automatically sets up a Family shared photo stream in the Photos app, 
where family members can add shared photos.

Should a child go off to college and leave Family Sharing, she immediately loses access to the other family members’ content, apps, photos, 
calendars, locations, and reminders.

Major Messages Improvements -- Messages may be the most used app in iOS, but it’s also the most annoying, and Apple has improved it in 
numerous important ways.
• A new Details view for each conversation shows all the attachments shared, and lets you delete photos and videos to save space, without 

deleting the entire conversation. That should let us recover significant space on our iOS devices.
• If you don’t want to manage attachments manually, you can go to Settings > Messages > Store Messages and set Messages to delete 

conversations automatically after 30 days or one year. By default, it keeps them forever.
• You can share your location within Messages’ Details view, for one hour, until the end of the day, or indefinitely. This is far easier than dropping 

a pin in Maps and sharing it via Messages now.
• Group conversations can now be named, which should reduce accidental sends to the wrong set of people, a confusing and sometimes 

embarrassing mistake that happens all too often now. This should make ongoing conversations easier to maintain as well — you might have 
one for co-workers, another for family chats, and a third for college friends.

• Apple is eliminating the separation between iMessage and SMS. Now your iPhone will link up with your Mac to integrate messaging (and 
phone calls, but that’s a completely new feature, not an improvement on existing behavior), so you can message your “green bubble friends” 
from Messages on the Mac.

• Large group conversations should no longer become incessant nags. Currently, if you send an iMessage to a bunch of friends, you could find 
yourself in an inescapable flood of chatter, since there’s no way to stop, leave, or mute the conversation. (For a funny story about how broken 
group messages were, see Nick Disabato’s “Have a Very iMessage Holiday.”)
Now, you can leave the conversation, and add and remove people, at any time. You can also turn on Do Not Disturb for a single conversation, 
so you won’t be annoyed by notifications, but can still dip in to see what people are saying. 

Macs & Mac OS X
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Photo Management and Storage -- Increasingly, our iPhones and iPads are becoming our go-to cameras, and managing all of those photos 
has become untenable. If your device runs out of storage, chances are that photos and videos are to blame, but there’s no simple way to archive 
them elsewhere while maintaining some access. iCloud Photo Stream sort of works for photos (not videos), but it holds only so many images, 
and you still must delete photos from your iPhone manually.

Things aren’t much better on the Mac. For one, Photo Stream doesn’t move videos to the Mac, so you have to sync those via USB or a third-
party solution like Dropbox. Also, your photo library is still balkanized; edits made on the Mac don’t migrate back to your iPhone unless you 
sync photos manually, and you can’t edit, tag, and organize photos on your iOS devices after the fact and have that work reflected back on the 
Mac. It’s a mess.

There’s about to be a better way. In iOS 8, you will have the option to store your photos in iCloud Photo Library, sparing your poor 16 GB 
iPhone from the weight of innumerable snapshots. Your photos will be accessible from all your iOS devices, and in early 2015, Apple promises 
to release Photos for Mac, which will be much like the iOS Photos app, complete with access to all of your iCloud photos. Presumably, Photos 
will replace iPhoto altogether.

The bad news is you will still only have 5 GB of free iCloud storage, and it appears photos and videos will count against that, along with your 
iCloud backups. In essence, you’re just moving your storage problems from the device to the cloud. (However, Macworld’s Serenity Caldwell 
reports that you will have the option to use either local storage and Photo Stream or the online iCloud Photo Library.)

The good news is that Apple is making iCloud storage tiers more capacious and less expensive. Currently, iCloud storage maxes out at 50 GB 
— not even enough to back up a 128 GB iPad. Soon, iCloud will increase that ceiling to 1 TB, though pricing for that tier has yet to be 
announced. Apple did say that you’ll be able to get 20 GB for $0.99 per month or 200 GB for $3.99 per month. That’s roughly comparable to 
Google Drive, which offers 100 GB for $1.99 per month, and cheaper than Dropbox, which offers only one personal tier of 100 GB for $9.99 
per month.

A Window into iCloud -- From the beginning, iCloud documents and data have been problematic, to put it lightly. Each app’s stuff was 
trapped inside that app, and you could access it on another platform only 
with that particular app. Nor could you take a peek at what was in your 
iCloud account. Developers found iCloud storage equally opaque and 
problematic, with many choosing instead to develop their own 
alternatives, or use Dropbox.

Apple is combatting this problem in two ways. The first is iCloud 
Drive, which makes iCloud documents accessible from the Finder, 
something none of us expected. But the implications are significant. You’ll 
soon be able to access iCloud documents directly, and even manipulate 
them like other files on your drive. We hope this means no more 
documents that vanish without a trace, as once happened to Josh with 
Byword.

iCloud will have a new face not only for users (despite Apple’s Eddy 
Cue recently telling Walt Mossberg, “We’re not trying to make iCloud 
have a face.”), but also for developers, thanks to the new CloudKit API. In the past, developers have said that 
trying to use iCloud was a nightmare, since they had to code much of the iCloud interface from scratch. 
Developers will now have an API for iCloud, and also generous amounts of free storage and bandwidth.

These changes to iCloud should make iCloud significantly more attractive for syncing personal data between 
your apps and your devices, but it doesn’t seem as though it will provide any sharing of data between people or 
other platforms, which may give some developers pause.

Extensibility Promises Browser Extensions in iOS -- One of the most decried “features” in iOS was the 
way apps were sandboxed away from each other for security reasons. Secure yes, but it prevented apps from 
working together to make a whole that was greater than the parts. With iOS 8, Apple isn’t tearing down the 
walls of the walled garden, but it is adding more doors, and one of the first places you’ll see this is in the form of 
extensions to Safari in iOS, just as are supported on the Mac.

As an example on stage, Apple showed off both a Bing Translate extension that translated a Japanese Web 
page into English and a Pinterest extension that made pinning an image part of the sharing interface. (Also 
visible in the sharing interface were document provider services Box and Microsoft OneDrive — though 
Dropbox didn’t appear, it seems that better Dropbox integration throughout iOS is likely.)

The ramifications here are huge. There are dozens of kludgy JavaScript bookmarklets that try to emulate 
proper extensions, but they’re difficult to install and use. Imagine being able to block obnoxious ads, add items 
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to your Amazon Wish List, or send a Web page to Evernote. No more clunky bookmarklets or fumbling with copy and paste!
Also, apps won’t have to build in their own Web browsers for basic functionality. The prime example here is 1Password, which should be able 

to work right within Safari, just as it does on the Mac.
There’s another feature that 1Password users should be excited about…
Touch ID for Third-Party Apps -- In iOS 8, developers other than Apple will finally be given access to Touch ID for authentication. This 

means you should be able to log in to all of your favorite apps with the press of a finger… if you have an iPhone 5S. We expect to see Touch ID 
appear throughout the iPhone and iPad line eventually, and we’re looking forward to not having to type as many passwords on the clumsy iOS 
keyboard.

Duck You, Autocorrect -- Autocorrect helps make touchscreen typing possible, but it has also been the butt of endless jokes. Apple is 
apparently tired of your mockery, because it lifted two capabilities straight out of Android — predictive text and third-party keyboards — just to 
get you to stop complaining.

The default keyboard in iOS 8 will look a lot like Android’s, with a bar of suggested words and phrases appearing on top as you type. Just tap a 
word to insert it. That should help most people type faster and more accurately.

More surprising was the announcement that Apple will finally allow third-party keyboards like Swype, Fleksy, and SwiftKey at a system level in 
iOS 8. Soon, you’ll be able to type words by drawing on your keyboard, have custom macros, and more. That should satisfy the power users in 
the audience.

Interact with Notifications -- In iOS 7 and earlier, if you received 
a message from a friend at the lock screen or as a notification alert, 
you had to swipe or tap it to open the Messages app before replying. 
Again taking a page from the Android playbook, Apple will let you 
reply to messages straight from the notification in iOS 8.

Happily, those notification actions aren’t limited to Apple’s own 
built-in apps. For example, you’ll be able to like or comment on 
Facebook notifications directly, without having to load the Facebook 
app (and potentially get sucked in by other posts).

That Stupid Mail Compose Window -- You know how, when 
you’re composing a message in Mail on the iPad, the compose 
window prevents you from seeing the rest of your email? That’s 
annoying as sin if you need to look something up or copy text from 
another message. Now you can dock the compose window — 
simply slide it down to the bottom of the screen — work in other 
messages in Mail, and return to your draft when you’re ready.

Easier Hotspots -- Since iOS 4.3, the Personal Hotspot feature 
has enabled you to tether your Mac or Wi-Fi-only iPad to your 
iPhone’s data connection — if your carrier allows it and you 
subscribe to the service, that is. But this required first turning on Personal Hotspot on the device, then manually entering a randomly generated 
password on your Mac or iPad.

With iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite, Apple promises that you’ll be 
able to activate Personal Hotspot without touching your iPhone. 
You’ll be able to select your iPhone from the Wi-Fi device list on 
your Mac or iPad, and connect with one action, even if your iPhone 
is in your pocket or across the room.

It’s not earth-shattering, but it makes a useful feature more 
convenient.

A New Apple -- To a certain extent, this year’s WWDC keynote 
marked the start of a whole new Apple. Tim Cook has hit his stride 
as CEO and is charting a new, more open direction for Apple’s 
operating systems. It’s also clear that Apple has been listening to user 
complaints, and while it’s not Apple’s way to acknowledge anything 
before releasing a solution, it turns out those solutions have been 
underway all along.

No matter what you think about Apple’s announcements or its purchase of Beats, one thing is for sure: the company isn’t as predictable as it 
once was.
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iWork for iCloud Gets Another Update

by Michael E. Cohen
Apple has once again rolled out new versions of its Web browser-hosted iWork for iCloud apps, much as it has done several times since it first 

released the completely revamped, iCloud-friendly iWork last October (see “New Free iLife and iWork Apps Share across Devices and 
Platforms,” 22 October 2013). The latest update affects all of the iWork for iCloud apps but, unlike previous updates to the browser apps, this 
one does not require updated versions of the Mac or iOS iWork apps in order to maintain compatibility.

A number of the changes affect all of the apps:
• The capability to collaborate with as many as 100 people on the same document simultaneously.
• The inclusion of nearly 200 new fonts.
• The addition of more color options in the Format Panel.
• The capability to create and format both 2D and interactive charts.

Changes that affect individual iWork for iCloud apps include the following:
• Pages: Documents can be exported as EPUBs, and the stacking order of objects on the page can now be controlled.
• Numbers: Spreadsheets can be exported in CSV (comma-separated values) format.
• Keynote: Slide numbers can be revealed or hidden.

Along with these changes have come slight tweaks to the user interfaces of the apps. For example, the Help command in Pages for iCloud 
documents, which had migrated from the document toolbar to the Tools menu in a previous release, has migrated back to the document toolbar 
in the latest iteration.

You will doubtless encounter other changes, so be wary of relying on habit or muscle memory. However, you will at least have some warning 
that things have changed: the first time you open one of the revised apps, you’ll see a page listing the changes. If you summarily dismissed that 
page because you just wanted to get on with your work, don’t worry: Apple has a What’s New in Pages, Numbers, and Keynote page that 
summarizes all the changes to all the apps — iCloud, iOS, and Mac — that have been made since their initial releases.

Swift: Who Is Apple’s New Programming Language For?
by Michael E. Cohen 

As we noted at the end of our recent Worldwide Developer Conference overview article (“Apple Unveils iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite at 
WWDC,” 2 June 2014), Apple has released a brand new programming language: Swift. Of all the speculation about what Apple would 
announce at WWDC, no one expected a new programming language.

The developers in the keynote audience reacted to Swift’s unveiling with surprise and delight, and response since then has been largely, if not 
unreservedly, positive. One developer has pointed out to us that the most positive comments that he’s seen tend to come from programmers 
who are active users of Objective-C, currently the programming language of choice for apps on Apple’s platforms; those less steeped in Objective-
C development projects are somewhat more skeptical.

So, a new programming language. Those tend to pop up like mushrooms on a dewy morning. Why should you care?
Honestly, unless you like to dabble in programming (and by “programming” I mean anything from tinkering with macros in a spreadsheet to 

full-on application development), you don’t need to care. Not that Swift won’t have an impact on how you work and play with your Mac, but 
Swift’s impact will be subtle and gradual, and its nature will depend on how many developers adopt Swift and what they develop when they do 
adopt it.

One of the objections tossed out by those who are skeptical of the need for Yet Another Language is that there are lots of languages already 
around that Apple could have adopted instead of rolling its own. However, all the proposed candidates are ecosystem-agnostic programming 
languages, designed to develop software for a wide range of computing platforms, generally without full-fledged native interfaces.

That’s not what Apple wanted. It wanted a language optimized to create software for its platforms; that is, Apple devices, such as the Mac, the 
iPhone, the iPad, and likely even the Apple TV.

Apple has ridden in the language development rodeo before: it adapted several versions of Pascal for the Apple II and early versions of the 
Mac that were customized for building Apple II and Mac programs. It collaborated with IBM, co-developer of the PowerPC chip that powered 
Macs at the time, to develop ScriptX, a cross-platform object-oriented programming language for multimedia. It developed scripting languages 
like HyperTalk and AppleScript, so non-professionals could develop Mac apps and automate tasks on the Mac. And, when Apple bought 
NeXT, it took over the development and customization of Objective-C, which came along with the NeXT purchase, making the language the 
standard for programs on the Mac, and, later, on iOS. So developing programming languages that target Apple products is a part of Apple’s 
DNA.

That said, to gain wide adoption, Swift must overcome three challenges:
• It must be easy to learn, or nobody will bother to learn it.
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It must make programming for the Mac and iOS easier and more efficient when compared to the programming experience with Objective-
C.

It must be able to produce the same kinds of programs as Objective-C, with similar (or better) performance than Objective-C can produce, or 
current developers won’t look at it.

An initial look at Swift suggests that it can meet these challenges.
First, Swift looks easy to learn — at least, it looks that way to me (full disclosure: I’ve learned and worked with lots of programming languages 

over the decades — this isn’t my first rodeo either). If you know a little C or Java or even (are there any of you left out there?) Pascal, the language 
will look familiar. Moreover, Swift manages to add in some sophisticated programming language features (closures, tuples, and variadic 
parameters, to name just a few geeky examples) without making the language syntax that expresses them cumbersome or opaque.

Second, the compiler for the Swift language (the program that turns the Swift code that developers write into a running program) is designed 
to catch some common programming errors that the Objective-C compiler can’t, making programmers more efficient: it’s easier and faster to 
catch a bug early on, when a program is being compiled, than later when it causes the running program to crash or misbehave. Add in a new 
cool programming tool, Playgrounds, with which programmers can try out samples of code and see the results in real time, without having to do 
any compiling at all, and coding becomes fun again.

Third, Swift has been designed to use the same runtime system that Objective-C uses (the “runtime” is the low-level software that supports 
Mac and iOS programs written in Objective-C), so it is compatible in that regard. In addition, Swift can access all of the code frameworks that 
Objective-C programs employ, so just about any Mac or iOS feature that an Objective-C program can use, a Swift program can. Moreover, 
Swift has been tailored to do some operations faster than equivalent Objective-C programs; it may well be that some Swift programs will not 
only match the performance of equivalent Objective-C programs, but might even be a little snappier. And, in those cases where Objective-C 
remains faster or better suited to a particular task, no problem: Swift code and Objective-C code can coexist quite happily in the same program.

So much for current OS X and iOS developers: Swift already seems to be winning a sufficient number of hearts and minds in that 
community to become a success.

But what about the dabblers, the hobbyists, and the kids who think it would be cool to write their very own apps? Does Swift offer easy entry 
into programming the Mac like HyperCard did, or into automating the Mac like AppleScript does? Is there anything about Swift that might 
win their hearts and minds too?

That’s tougher to answer. My guess is that it may, eventually. Right now, that is not Apple’s primary goal for Swift; providing an alternative to 
Objective-C and meeting the needs of its current developers is.

What’s still in short supply is sample code, the projects that come with Xcode to show programmers new to the Mac or iOS how to do basic 
stuff. Those who want to soar on Swift’s wings may have trouble getting airborne without some real-world Swift examples to follow. Right now, 
all of the sample code I saw in the Xcode 6 beta is still in Objective-C; the few examples that exist require a trip to the Apple Developer site or a 
Web search. Even the new Playgrounds that come with Xcode 6, which are loads of fun and very instructive, are devoid of any built-in 
examples; you have to look to the Web for those, too.

That said, the clarity of the language itself, and its integration with Apple’s code frameworks, should make it easy for tech publishers and 
teachers to develop Swift training materials for amateurs, hobbyists, and students. Swift code is already beginning to appear outside of Apple’s 
own garden. Nor is Apple standing still in providing its own training materials, offering not just one but two free Swift books in the iBooks 
Store. And it’s even conceivable that Xcode’s Playgrounds could someday evolve into an application development environment for “the rest of 
us,” similar to what RunRev provides with its HyperTalk-inspired LiveCode.

On June 1st, nobody outside of Apple had heard of Swift. Twenty-four hours later, tens of thousands of developers were buzzing about what 
they planned to do with it.

ExtraBITs
The Apple That Never Was: Prototypes from Frogdesign -- Back in the 1980s, Apple didn’t design products in house, but instead turned to 
design firm Frog, then called Frogdesign. Frog founder Hartmut Esslinger has released a new book, “Keep it Simple,” that features pictures of a 
number of forgotten Apple prototypes from that era. The Verge has posted some of Esslinger’s photos, including prototypes for cell phones, 
tablets, and laptops that range from the ludicrous to the downright prescient.

A Reminder to Change Your eBay Password -- eBay has announced that a database containing customer names, encrypted passwords, email 
addresses, physical addresses, phone numbers, and dates of birth — but not “financial information or other confidential personal information” 
— was compromised between late February and early March of this year. eBay subsidiary PayPal was unaffected by the breach. The company is 
notifying users, but not particularly quickly, so if you haven’t already done so, change your eBay password today. As always, changing your 
password is particularly important if you used the same password on other sites.
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Worldwide Developer Conference
WWDC 2014 New Technologies and Apple Design Awards

by Josh Centers
As always, Apple’s Worldwide Developer Conference introduced new technologies for game developers, and Apple recognized some great 

games and other amusements in the annual Apple Design Awards. Let’s take a look at this year’s highlights.
New Technologies for Gamers -- Apple introduced a few new game development technologies at WWDC, and while they won’t change the 

Apple gaming experience overnight, they give game developers powerful new tools.
The first is Metal, which is a new API for game development that bypasses OpenGL entirely, allowing access to the “bare metal” of the A7 

processor. Apple claims that Metal will increase draw call rates by 10 times, making more graphically elaborate games possible on iOS.
Apple has been working with game engine developers like EA, which makes the Frostbite engine that powers the Battlefield games, and Epic 

Games, which produces the popular Unreal engine. EA demoed a Metal-powered version of Frostbite with the upcoming “Plants vs. Zombies: 
Garden Warfare” that displayed an impressive 1.3 million triangles on screen at once. In turn, Epic showed off a demo called “Zen Garden” that 
boasted a number of impressive effects, such as drawing 3,500 individual butterflies on screen simultaneously. (Zen Garden will be available for 
free on the App Store after iOS 8 is released.)

Game developer Brianna Wu, writing for Cult of Mac, expressed her excitement, saying that Metal should bring a number of console-level 
graphic capabilities to iOS that weren’t possible before, such as specular maps (which can create effects like glistening rocks), transparency, and 
more onscreen enemies.

Apple is also bringing the SceneKit developer tool to iOS. SceneKit makes it easier for developers to put 3D elements into their games, and 
they will be able to use it alongside SpriteKit to create 2D games with 3D elements.

But perhaps the most interesting new option for developers is something called Controller Forwarding, which will let a player control a game 
on an iPad or Mac with an iPhone inside a game controller case (like the Logitech PowerShell), using both the controller’s buttons and the 
iPhone’s touchscreen and sensors to play the game.

Controller Forwarding allows for some interesting possibilities, but I’m skeptical that developers will take it seriously. There are too many 
variables involved to be worth implementing.

As a side note, as an Apple TV enthusiast, I’m excited for the possibilities that Metal may bring to Apple TV gaming — if and when games 
ever arrive on the Apple TV.

Apple Design Awards -- This year, Apple gave its illustrious Apple Design Awards to 12 apps for the Mac and iOS, a couple of which we’ve 

Apple Working on a Fix for the iMessage Trap -- As we reported previously, users who switch away from the iPhone are having trouble with 
their phone numbers remaining tied to iMessage, causing them to miss SMS text messages from other iPhone users. Apple told Re/code that it 
has fixed a server-side bug that was partially responsible for the issue and that it is working on a software update to address the issue more fully.

Joe Kissell on Why He Loves Nisus Writer -- There are lots of word processors out there — Apple’s Pages comes with every new Mac and 
Microsoft Word has been the professional standard for years. But when it comes to writing one of his many books, Joe Kissell prefers Nisus 
Writer Pro — so much so that he switched to the Mac in 1991 to use it. In this Macworld piece, Joe explains what makes Nisus Writer so great.

Google Digitized the Rubik’s Cube -- Google has used HTML5 and JavaScript to create a Web version of the famous Rubik’s Cube puzzle. 
Educator Ernő Rubik created the cube in the 1970s to teach his students about spatial geometry, and it became a commercial hit in the 1980s. 
You can fully rotate and manipulate Google’s virtual cube, and there are even a number of keyboard shortcuts.

Google Unveils Its Self-Driving Car -- Google is now an automaker of sorts. It has built a prototype of its long-brewing self-driving car, which 
looks like a mix between a Volkswagen Beetle and a Smart Fortwo. The car features no manual controls, and, as a precaution, is limited to 25 
miles per hour. Google has produced a video showing it being test-driven by a number of people — including a blind man.

The Ins and Outs of Digital Publishing Discussed -- Digital publisher and podcaster Glenn Fleishman has a new podcast, The Periodicalist, 
and its second episode (though the first to be recorded) features our own Tonya Engst and Michael Cohen, and Macworld’s Serenity Caldwell 
discussing how you go about making digital books these days. Insights and war stories sprinkle the conversation as it ranges over all the things 
you need to know and do to be an epublisher.
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covered here in FunBITS in the past. Interestingly, most of the award winners were leisure-oriented apps, with not much in the way of 
productivity. Here’s the full list:

Sky Guide: An astronomy app that’s reminiscent of Star Walk (see 
“FunBITS: Star Walk for iPhone and iPad,” 5 July 2013), Sky Guide 
adds further polish to the astronomical app genre. ($1.99, 104 MB, iOS 
6+)

Cinemagraph Pro: A Mac tool for creating “living photos,” 
Cinemagraph Pro can create an otherwise still photograph with some 

moving parts, such as a fluttering dress, starting from a video (watch the 
demo!). ($199.99 but currently on sale for $24.99, 5.9 MB, 10.9+).
[720p MP4 movie]

  Storehouse: Storehouse is a visual storytelling tool for the iPad that lets 
you combine photos, videos, and text, and share them with your friends. 
(Free, 35.5 MB, iOS 7+)

Monument Valley: A previous FunBITS pick (see “FunBITS: 
Monument Valley for iPhone and iPad,” 25 April 2014), Monument 

Valley is a short but stylish puzzle game. ($3.99, 147 MB, iOS 6+)
  Threes! — Another FunBITS entry (see “FunBITS: Threes Is Good 
Company for 
i P h o n e a n d 
i P a d , ” 2 1 
February 2014), 
Threes is a stylish 
tile-based puzzle 
game for the iPad 
and iPhone. Don’t 
s e t t l e f o r 
i m i t a t i o n s ! 
($1.99, 48.8 MB, 
iOS 6+)
  DEVICE 6 — 

A unique, surreal blend of a novel and a game, DEVICE 6 is a 1960s-style thriller that will 
keep you guessing. ($3.99, 137 MB, iOS 5.1+)
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  Blek — A game in which you draw moving lines in order to collect colored 
circles, the best-selling Blek is a calligraphic challenge. ($2.99, 28 MB, iOS 6+)

Leo’s Fortune — One of iOS’s most graphically impressive 
games, Leo’s Fortune is a platform game where you play a 

mustachioed, inflatable furball in search of the thief who stole his fortune. 
($2.99, 97.6 MB, iOS 7+)
  Day One — A journaling app for the iPhone, iPad, and Mac, Day One 
can automatically import information such as the day’s weather and 
location, and even publish your journal entries as Web pages. (Mac: $9.99, 

13 MB, 10.7.4+. iOS: $4.99, 24.4 MB, iOS 7+.)
Yahoo News Digest — Delivering a digest of the day’s top stories 

twice a day to your iPhone, Yahoo News Digest is a slick news app that 
draws in information, quotes, and pictures from a variety of sources. (Free, 
19.2 MB, iOS 7+)
   Teachley: Addimal Adventure — A student-designed educational game 
for the iPad, Addimal Adventure teaches basic math skills with cartoon 
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animals. (Free, 129 MB, iOS 6+)
 PanoPerfect — Another student winner, PanoPerfect is a social 

network designed to share panoramic photos on the iPhone. (Free, 3.5 
MB, iOS 7+)

Looking Past WWDC to MacTech Conference 2014
by Adam C. Engst

We won’t be participating in Apple’s developer-focused Worldwide Developer Conference this year, since the sessions are purely for 
programmers and, apart from the keynote that’s being streamed to the public, are all under NDA. But we’re already making plans for travelling 
to MacTech Conference 2014 in Los Angeles in early November, where we’ll be running yet another Take Control Tech Up (see “MacTech 
Conference 2013 Abounds with Networking and Fun,” 11 November 2013) to test the technical knowledge and all-around geekiness of the 
attendees. (Can you believe that no one remembered, without help from Google, what company made the popular TrailBlazer line of modems?) 
Tonya’s also planning to give a talk this year, a rare occurrence.

MacTech Conference 2014, now in its fifth installment, continues to focus on what works while introducing new elements each year. The 
new bits are still under wraps, but the time-tested aspects of the conference include a 3-day schedule from November 5th through 7th with new 
speakers, more sessions, more labs, pre-conference workshops on November 4th, and both Apple and Microsoft certification exams.

As in previous years, MacTech Conference isn’t a general-purpose conference; it’s targeted at Apple developers and IT professionals, with a pair 
of tracks focused on each audience. Specific session titles haven’t yet been published, but the speaker list is worth a look. Plus, although I haven’t 
yet been able to extract any details about special activities, past conferences have melded the highly technical talks with a whole lot of fun, 
including Tesla Model S test drives, the bridge from the Enterprise-D, a reception under the Space Shuttle Endeavour, and a behind-the-scenes 
trip to Disney Animation Studios.

MacTech Conference 2014 costs $1,499 for on-site registration, but if you register before 15 June 2014, it’s only $899. The full-day 
workshops are similarly discounted for early registration. The conference will once again take place at the Manhattan Beach Marriott, and you do 
want to stay there if possible, given the morning and evening events (not to mention LA traffic). Rooms start at $189 per weeknight, dropping to 
$149 for weekend nights.

Computer Security
Keeping Up with the Snoops 5: A Roundup of Roundups

by Josh Centers 
We haven’t checked back in on developments in the NSA mass surveillance story in several months, and while fewer new revelations have 

come to light, plenty has been happening (for our last edition, see “Keeping Up with the Snoops 4: When the Going Gets Weird…,” 13 
March 2014).

This month marks the one-year anniversary of the first published leaks about NSA mass surveillance, and a number of organizations, including 
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, Google, Twitter, Dropbox, Amnesty International, and the ACLU banded together for Reset the Net, a 
campaign to promote privacy tools to thwart mass surveillance. Reset the Net offers “privacy packs” — listings of privacy apps — for many 
platforms, including Mac OS X and iOS. The tools include ChatSecure, Cryptocat, and Adium for encrypted chats, and Tor for encrypted Web 
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browsing. However, be wary that using Tor might cause you to be blacklisted from some media streaming sites (see “Why I Was Banned from 
WATCH ABC and Hulu,” 13 March 2014).

If, even after reading all of these “Keeping Up with the Snoops” columns, you’re having trouble wrapping your head around the entire situation, 
I recommend journalist Glenn Greenwald’s “No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance State.” The book starts 
as a spy thriller, documenting his account of meeting Snowden in Hong Kong and how they navigated publishing the initial documents in The 
Guardian. Then, Greenwald summarizes the NSA’s covert surveillance programs, explains why he thinks they’re harmful (and makes a strong case 
that the government is indeed using them for economic gain), and in the final chapter, lambasts the mainstream media for not doing a better job 
of being a check on government power.

Around the same time that Greenwald’s book was published, Edward Snowden sat down with NBC’s Brian Williams for an interview about 
his motives and beliefs. NBC has posted the 40-minute interview on its Web site, in six parts.

Unsurprisingly, the interview sparked another clash between Snowden and the NSA. In it, Snowden claimed that he brought up his concerns 
about mass surveillance with NSA leadership several times before leaking classified documents. In response, the NSA released an email message 
from Snowden, dated 8 April 2013, asking if executive orders have the same legal footing as legislation, which the NSA claims proves that he was 
not raising concerns. Snowden responded that the NSA isn’t releasing everything, and that many of his complaints were made in person. We may 
never know the whole story of Snowden’s actions inside the NSA.

Meanwhile, Snowden has found a new life in exile as a robot, traveling the world for public appearances, thanks to telepresence robots like 
the $16,000 Beam Pro. In some ways, the future is even stranger than we imagined.

If you just want to catch up on the NSA revelations, the EFF has posted “65 Things We Know About NSA Surveillance That We Didn’t 
Know a Year Ago,” which neatly lists the revelations, with links to the original sources. WNYC has a similar list outlining what we now know 
the NSA can do, accompanied by a pair of interviews with Foreign Policy’s Shane Harris.

Although irrelevant in the debate over government mass surveillance, Snowden’s character is often debated between those opposed to and those 
in favor of the NSA’s programs. On that front, the new director of the NSA said, rather surprisingly, that Snowden is “probably not” a foreign 
spy. Another surprise defender of Snowden is former U.S. Vice President Al Gore, who said at the Southland conference:

He clearly violated the law (so) you can’t say OK what he did is all right. It is not.
But what he revealed in the course of violating important laws included violations of the Constitution that were way more serious than the 

crimes he committed. In the course of violating important laws he also provided an important service because we did need to know how far this 
has gone.

Gore added:
This is a threat to the heart of democracy. Democracy is among other things a state of mind. If any of us are put in a position where we have to 

self-censor, and think twice about what we write in an email, or what we click on for fear that somebody reading a record of this may 
misunderstand why we looked up some disease or something, some young people who might otherwise get help with a medical condition, might 
think oh my gosh if I put down a search for bipolar illness I will be stigmatized if my online file is hacked or accessed by my employer. That kills 
democracy.

The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals agreed, at least in part, when it declared in United States vs. Davis that it is unconstitutional for law 
enforcement agencies to track a person’s location without a warrant — a ruling that could influence future cases involving warrantless 
metadata collection. And in case you’re curious as to what can be learned from you via metadata, NPR reporter Steve Henn volunteered to be 
tracked with an Internet router called the Pwn Plug for a little over a week. From the information leaked from his iPhone, his monitors could 
deduce his identity and even the sources he was talking to for a story. (Thanks to reader John Burt for pointing out NPR’s experiment to us.)

But do most people even care? Motherboard’s Jason Koebler points to resistance from the White House and watered-down legislation from 
Congress, and argues that the American people are apathetic about mass surveillance. “Now, a year out, Snowden is a cheerleader, not a 
whistleblower. He’s a well-spoken, persistent one, but it very well may turn out that Americans, as a whole, feel like they have better things to 
worry about than their privacy. So far, a year later, the USS Status Quo — with the majority of America and its elected officials aboard — is 
barreling forward, full steam ahead,” Koebler argues.

Regardless of what most people think, the tech industry is far from apathetic. Apple CEO Tim Cook, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, and 
other tech CEOs have written an open letter to the U.S. Senate, asking for a stronger version of the USA Freedom Act, which seeks to “rein in 
the dragnet collection of data by the National Security Agency (NSA) and other government agencies, increase transparency of the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), provide businesses the ability to release information regarding FISA requests, and create an independent 
constitutional advocate to argue cases before the FISC.” One version has passed the House of Representatives, but it contains loopholes that 
would still allow the mass collection of phone records.

Of course, these mass surveillance revelations stand to hurt the tech world more than any other field. That the NSA intercepted Cisco routers 
to install monitoring devices harms international trust in American technology, and philosophical objections aside, that affects the bottom line.

Speaking of technology, it appears that the NSA has problems of its own with storing and tracking collected information. In the long-running 
court case, Jewel vs. NSA, the NSA has been ignoring court orders to retain evidence. After Judge Jeffrey S. White issued an emergency restraining 
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https://www.pwnieexpress.com/penetration-testing-vulnerability-assessment-products/sensors/pwn-plug-r2/
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/is-edward-snowden-spearheading-a-revolution-no-one-wants
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/is-edward-snowden-spearheading-a-revolution-no-one-wants
http://www.theverge.com/2014/6/5/5782536/silicon-valley-tells-senate-to-pass-stronger-version-of-usa-freedom-act
http://www.theverge.com/2014/6/5/5782536/silicon-valley-tells-senate-to-pass-stronger-version-of-usa-freedom-act
http://sensenbrenner.house.gov/legislation/theusafreedomact.htm
http://sensenbrenner.house.gov/legislation/theusafreedomact.htm
http://www.wired.com/2014/05/usa-freedom-act-2/
http://www.wired.com/2014/05/usa-freedom-act-2/
http://www.wired.com/2014/05/usa-freedom-act-2/
http://www.wired.com/2014/05/usa-freedom-act-2/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/05/photos-of-an-nsa-upgrade-factory-show-cisco-router-getting-implant/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/05/photos-of-an-nsa-upgrade-factory-show-cisco-router-getting-implant/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/05/photos-of-an-nsa-upgrade-factory-show-cisco-router-getting-implant/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/05/photos-of-an-nsa-upgrade-factory-show-cisco-router-getting-implant/
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order to stop the NSA from destroying files, the NSA countered that retaining the evidence posed “complex technical and operational 
issues.” The judge later revoked the restraining order, pending further information.

The pace of surveillance-related news may have slowed down, but it’s clear that the ripples from Snowden’s actions won’t be fading away any 
time soon. And that’s a good thing, since it helps keep the conversations going. There may be no easy answers, but with discussion, we stand a 
better chance of arriving at the hard answers.

Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-us-argues-it-must-destroy-key-nsa-evidence-to-protect-national-security
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-us-argues-it-must-destroy-key-nsa-evidence-to-protect-national-security
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-us-argues-it-must-destroy-key-nsa-evidence-to-protect-national-security
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-us-argues-it-must-destroy-key-nsa-evidence-to-protect-national-security
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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Reviews
Luca Visual FX Light Kit

by L. Davenport
Light Kit is a set of 7 plug-ins and 2 transitions for Final Cut Pro, Motion, Premier Pro, or AfterEffects. With them you can add light 

effects like flickering or flashing lights, multicolor gradients and vignettes. A lot of the plug-ins and transitions have parameters that can be 
changed to modify the flicker, pulse speed, color of the light flashes, etc.

Plug-ins
Light Flicker

Light Flicker creates light effects that are similar to the flickering light of old movie projectors or the flickering cast-off light seen in a room 
when someone is watching TV.

Light Pulse
This creates a regular pulsing light effect. You can set the intensity frequency, and color.

Multicolor Gradient
This lets you overlay multicolored gradients over your footage. The parameters let you change the light patterns and colors.

Multicolor Vignette
This plug-in creates customizable color gradients that surround the screen.

A Multicolor Gradient effect has been added to an outdoor scene.
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Regional Light
This plug-in creates light effects  

with or without flicker. You can 
change the color, position, angle, 
light intensity, softness, etc. It can 
also be used to enhance the light 
exposure of only a small area or the 
whole screen. 

Stylizer
This plug-in gives you tools to 

stylize your video by changing the 
color, light, shapes, softness, and 
sharpness of the images. Thus you 
can give your video a surreal look, 
an old footage look, etc.

Vivid Touch
This plug-in gives you tools to 

create mild or extreme stylization plus 
specific types of color corrections. 
There are also two B&W Comics 
effects that remove all color and 
makes your footage look like a pen 
and ink drawing. Or if you like color comics, there is a “Vivid Comics” effect.

Transitions

Flash
This creates various flashing and lightning transitions. I used it on some outdoor footage and 

made it look like there was a close-by lightening strike.

Wipe Burn
This creates burnout wipe effects.

Medical warning from the Luca Visual FX web site
“PSE WARNING: Luca Visual FX Light Kit 1.0 includes plugins used to create flashing/flickering lights. Please consult your doctor before using 
Light Flicker, Light Pulse and Multicolor Gradient plug-ins if you have been diagnosed with epilepsy or have experienced any of the following 
symptoms whilst using the product; altered vision, muscle twitching, other involuntary movement, loss of awareness, confusion and or convulsions. 
Please consider the risk of Photosensitive epilepsy when using this product to create videos viewed by others.”

The Skinny
Evaluation: This is a nice selection of lighting and color effects.

Requires: Mac OS X (lion to Mavericks), Final Cut Pro X,  Motion,  Premier Pro,  or AfterEffects

Company: Luca Visual FX - distributed by Noise Industries

Price: $49

Available Trial version (It’s included in the free FxFactory download)

This is the Multigradient Shapes effect.

You can use one of the B&W Comics effects to make 
your footage look like a B&W cartoon/animation.

There is a wide variety of available Burn 
Wipes that you can use as transitions.

http://www.lucavisualfx.com/plugins/light-kit-bundle.php
http://www.lucavisualfx.com/plugins/light-kit-bundle.php
http://fxfactory.com
http://fxfactory.com
http://fxfactory.com/download/
http://fxfactory.com/download/
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Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

John Oliver Crashes the FCC for Net Neutrality -- Daily Show alumnus John Oliver, who now hosts HBO’s “Last Week Tonight,” crashed 
the FCC’s comment system after encouraging viewers to pelt the commission with comments about its latest “net neutrality” proposal, which 
would enable “fast lanes” for content providers who pay ISPs. The FCC’s comment system was down for much of the day on 2 June 2014, but 
still managed to log 1,414 comments about the proposed regulations. Be sure to follow the link in the article for Oliver’s hilarious (though explicit 
— this is HBO, after all) video explaining net neutrality.

Apple’s New Health App Could be Epic -- During this year’s WWDC keynote, Apple announced Health, a new app in iOS 8 that will 
aggregate data from various health trackers like the Fitbit in one place. But the real trick up Apple’s sleeve might be its partnership with Epic 
Systems, the leading electronic health records company in the United States, holding about 40 percent of U.S. health records. The Health app 
will be able to interface directly with Epic’s health records.

Apple Buys Beats for $3 Billion -- Apple has confirmed that it is buying the trendy Beats brand for a hefty $3 billion, but will Beats co-founder 
Dr. Dre’s history of violence come back to haunt Apple?

John Gruber on “The New Apple” -- John Gruber of Daring Fireball has posted an extensive analysis of Apple in the wake of this year’s 
WWDC keynote, focusing on Tim Cook’s comment that “only Apple” can offer a completely seamless experience between devices. Gruber 
argues that the only “new” Apple is the one Steve Jobs established in 1997, that the company’s recent post-Jobs renaissance is a case of the 
company growing up, and that Tim Cook is the right CEO to guide Apple in this phase. “Jobs was a great CEO for leading Apple to become 
big. But Cook is a great CEO for leading Apple now that it is big, to allow the company to take advantage of its size and success,” Gruber said.

Look Out, Xbox and PlayStation, Here Comes Apple TV -- We’ve often suggested that a revised Apple TV could be a competitive gaming 
device, and Ben Thompson of Stratechery agrees. He makes the point that while game consoles were a good deal in the 1980s, when personal 
computers were much more expensive, the price of consoles has risen as the price of PCs has plummeted. He also argues that Apple could revise a 
gaming-capable Apple TV annually, outpacing traditional game consoles, which typically have a lifespan of 5 to 10 years.

All Hands off TweetDeck -- If you use the Twitter client/service TweetDeck, you should log out and log back in to block a security vulnerability 
that quickly spiraled out of control last week, resulting in a torrent of out-of-control retweets. Twitter took TweetDeck offline until the bug could 
be fixed, but all should be well now.

iTunes Radio Adds ESPN and Local NPR Stations -- iTunes Radio is now a bit more lively, thanks to the addition of ESPN Radio and several 
local NPR stations. Unlike most of iTunes Radio’s stations, which feature pre-recorded tracks, the new stations are live streams. To access ESPN 
Radio, play it from Featured Stations in iTunes, the Music app in iOS, or iTunes Radio on the Apple TV. To find the NPR stations, create a new 
station and search for “NPR”. In our experience, iTunes on the desktop shows only a handful of stations. To add your favorite station, we 
recommend searching for it in Music on iOS, where you can tap See More to get more search results.

Court Rules Google Book Scanning Is Fair Use -- A federal appeals court has ruled in favor of HathiTrust, an academic tool designed to search 
the text of books that’s a spin-off from Google’s book scanning project. The Authors Guild has long fought book scanning in court, arguing that 
it violates authors’ copyrights, but the court’s ruling declared that HathiTrust’s scanning and indexing of university library books is protected 
under fair use exemptions.

New Google Docs, Sheets Apps Aid Mobile Collaboration -- Google Drive edits no more. Google has moved the iOS app’s document- and 
spreadsheet-editing features to a new, separate Docs and Sheets apps. Julio Ojeda-Zapata of the St. Paul Pioneer Press was baffled by this, but then 
realized the move changes little.

Fire Watch with Me: Amazon Fire TV vs. Apple TV -- “Take Control of Apple TV” author Josh Centers spent two weeks with Amazon’s Fire 
TV as his only living room device. Here’s his take on how it compares to the Apple TV.

http://recode.net/2014/06/03/fccs-system-crashes-after-net-neutrality-video-goes-viral/
http://recode.net/2014/06/03/fccs-system-crashes-after-net-neutrality-video-goes-viral/
http://www.vox.com/2014/6/3/5773118/apples-most-important-health-news-has-nothing-to-do-with-fitness
http://www.vox.com/2014/6/3/5773118/apples-most-important-health-news-has-nothing-to-do-with-fitness
http://tidbits.com/article/14792
http://tidbits.com/article/14792
http://daringfireball.net/2014/06/only_apple
http://daringfireball.net/2014/06/only_apple
http://stratechery.com/2014/apple-tv-might-disrupt-microsoft-sony/
http://stratechery.com/2014/apple-tv-might-disrupt-microsoft-sony/
http://arstechnica.com/security/2014/06/powerful-worm-on-twitter-unleashes-torrent-of-out-of-control-tweets/
http://arstechnica.com/security/2014/06/powerful-worm-on-twitter-unleashes-torrent-of-out-of-control-tweets/
http://appleinsider.com/articles/14/06/10/espn-radio-local-npr-stations-come-to-apples-itunes-radio-streaming-service
http://appleinsider.com/articles/14/06/10/espn-radio-local-npr-stations-come-to-apples-itunes-radio-streaming-service
http://gigaom.com/2014/06/10/in-win-for-libraries-court-rules-database-of-google-scanned-books-is-fair-use/
http://gigaom.com/2014/06/10/in-win-for-libraries-court-rules-database-of-google-scanned-books-is-fair-use/
http://tidbits.com/article/14807
http://tidbits.com/article/14807
http://tidbits.com/article/14739
http://tidbits.com/article/14739
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About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the First 
Tuesday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, 
where our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operations of the club and its meetings, 
and maintenance of a Public Domain software library.

LaunchBar 6 Adds Themes, Instant 
Feedback, and More -- Objective Development 
has released LaunchBar 6, a major upgrade to 
their popular keyboard-based launcher and 
shortcut utility. It boasts a clean new look, new 
indexing rules, live suggestions, instant feedback, 
and usage reports. Lastly, users can now write 
their own actions for LaunchBar using a wide 
variety of scripting languages.

OmniFocus 2 for Mac Brings a Fresh Look to 
GTD -- When it comes to the Getting Things 
Done productivity system, few can match 
OmniFocus, but the six-year-old Mac app had 
begun to show its age. OmniFocus 2 brings a 
fresh look and some welcome iOS features.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons 
license. TidBITS has offered years of 
thoughtful commentary on Apple and 
In t e r n e t t o p i c s . Fo r f r e e e m a i l 
subscriptions and access to the entire 
TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org
http://tidbits.com/article/14831
http://tidbits.com/article/14831
http://tidbits.com/article/14831
http://tidbits.com/article/14831
http://tidbits.com/article/14774
http://tidbits.com/article/14774
http://tidbits.com/article/14774
http://tidbits.com/article/14774
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HOW TO 
FIND US
SMMUG Meetings are 
held on the FIRST 
Tuesday of each month 
at the Tim Gill Center 
f o r Pub l i c Med ia 
building  located at 
315 E. Costilla Street 
(It is by the RED 
BALLOON on the 
map). The Tim Gill 
Center is handicap 
accessible and has 
ample on-site parking. 

S m o k i n g i s n o t 
permitted on the 
premises. 

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership 
dues ($25) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following 
table for NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $25.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $21.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $14.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $7.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date: 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address:
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG.  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, 
Treasurer                 
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

July '14 July '14

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 


